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I argue that an organization’s internal structure systematically depends on how its members use 
information imperfectly, as distinct from their information also being imperfect Certain 
reliability principks are developed to analyze the effects of decision errors: involving the 
piObS3Gtjj of fting to select actions wkkri they are superior to others hksed on observed 
information, and the probability of still selecting actions when they are inferior to others based 
on observed infcslration. A two-stage relkbihty model is also developed in order to ex;;kitly 
distinguish between imperfect information and imperfect decisions. The above results imply the 
need to use rules and procedures to constrain individual decision and information spaces within 
an organization, and the dynamic flow of information between them, thereby explaining why 
organizations evolve an internal decision structure in the first place. The analysis is also briefly 
compared with organization models that incorporate only imperfect information; such as 
‘architecture’ theory by Sah and Stiglitz and ‘team’ theory models by Marschak, Radner and 
Arrow. 

Elsewhere I introduced a theory of reliability to explain how imperfect 
information ati imperfect ability to use information influence behavior 
[Heiner (1983,1985b)]. The resulting analysis implies a close link between 
the scope of information agents can use reliably and the set of actions they 
can thereby benefit from choosing. In this paper I briefly explore implications 
of this theory for understanding organizational structure. In this setting 
reliability theory implies the necessity of using rules and procedures to con- 
strain individual agents’ decision and information spaces, and the dynamic 
flow of information between them. These re;trictions themseives alTect agents’ 
ongoing experience, and thus what information is suffkiently local or ‘fkniliar’ 
for them to use reliably (thereby affecting how they perceive different aspects 
of the organization and the attention devoted to them). 

*The Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton provided generous support for the initial 
drafting of the paper during Spring 1985. I also thank Richard Cyert, Wesley Cohen, Joseph 
Stiglitz and referees for helpful comments and discussion. Of course, I alone am responsible for 
the paper’s content. 
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4,1, Better information versus its complexity: A basic tradeoff 

hat sort of information is needed to predict 
changing environment? Such an environment cannot 
binary message (such as black-white, hot-cold, etc.) 
pound messages could be built up from simpler m 
may have to respond to a rapid su l n of compound signals in order to 
track quickly changing circumstances. oreover, similar messages must not 
be confused with each other, nor can atypical or infrequent messages be 
mistakenly interpreted. 

The above suggests that as information better predicts the environment it 
may itself become more complex and thereby more difhcult 
correctly.4 Stated in terms of the reliabihty ratios pt and &, 
in order for information to be more reliable its own complexity may increase 
and thereby reduce agents’ reliability in using it (so that higher pt causes JP~ 
to drop). In addition, recall that (3) implies agents’ joint reliability pfB 
necessarily converges to 1 as p4 B+l. Consequently, beyond a certain point it 
will be counterproductive for agents even to try to use more reliable 
information. This is implied irrespective of whether there are any costs of 
acquiring more information? Thus, organizations must be structured so as to 
carefully edit the amount and complexity of information used by its 
members, as well as how information is dynamically transmitted between 
them. 

4.2. Limited aspiration levels 

Aspiration levels are usually viewed as a way of setting attainable 
~rformance targets that reduce information processing costs (i.c., Io~cr 
targets require less information to be used in order to achieve them than 
req*uired for higher targets). owever, at a more basic level such targets can 
be understood as a feed process that indirectly regulates the 
agents’ decision and information spaces toward satisfying the reli 
condition & To (but without requiring agents to determine ahead of time 

ss will lead or what new direction it should take if conditions 
ing such targets can thus itself be viewed as a behavioral 

regularity which arises from agents’ inability to foresee just how to appro- 
priately limit their decisi 

Hn particular, co agents set successively higher 
aspiration levels; where ach requires agents to deal with larger 
and more complex decision tion spaces. For an optimal decision 

ation complexity can be measured with entropy concepts use4 in cybernetics [see 
Meiner (1985b) for a brief statement]. 

Se footnote 3 above. 
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rule B* this poses no problem. Oa the other hand, the information- 
complexity tradeoff described above [see also einer (Ig$sb)] implies agents 

t decision skills will in general not benefit frcm trying to 
r and higher aspiration levels even if the extra information 

needed to achieve them is cosrress1y available. That is, beyond a certai 
the very attempt to do so will be counterproductive no matter how 
and readily available additional tiormation might be (recall that poXB 
unavoidably drops as pf falls toward one). This implication also accords with 
the long-standing views of erbert Simon about the need for agents to 
‘satisfice’ rather than striving for maximum potentially attainable 
performance. . 

4.3. Selective attention to non-local information 

Suppose agents have some ability to learn from their own prior experience 
it, responding to information. In particular, suppose their reliability at using 
a given itiormation source is improved through repeated use or exposure to 
it. Agents’ past experience will then have a biasing effect on their manse to 
information even when di&rent kMs of messages are otherwise equally 
reliable. This is a special case of a general principle whereby agents’ 
reliability at using information pt drops as it becomes more ‘non-local’ in 
some dimension to their immediate experience [see r (lggsa)]. Thus, as 
a particular information source becomes more distant from agents’ local 
experience, pf will decrease and thereby cause them to ignore it as poXB 
decreases toward one. 

Note also that ‘ignoring’ information doesn’t neces 
consciously aware of it and still choose to ignore it (es 
of becoming aware of information is itself costly). Rather, agents may simply 
fail to develop a mental ‘alertness’ to such inforrpiatioc in the first place. The 
latter interpretation refers to the psychology of perception, namely, a tendency 
to perceive only the more local or ‘familiar’ aspects of the environment? 
We can thus regard such psychological tendencies as the indirect symptom 
of how different kinds of (otherwise perceivable) information afEect agent’s 
reliability at using rne;i~. 

Now apply this to organizations. As already discussed, they must limit 

‘Differential sensitivity to information depending on its localness based on prior exposure or 
similarity to other familiar messages is the focus of several literatures in experimental psychology 
and animal behavior. See, for example, the studies of ‘exposure effects’ in R. Zajonc (1968,1980), 
and J. Seamon, N. Brady and D. Kauff (1983); the studies of ‘perceptual set and q~~tzq 
effects’ in U. Neisser (1976); and studies of ‘search images’ and ‘generalization gradients* by D. 
McFarland (1985) and NJ. Mackintosh (1974). Closely to these stud& is the work of 
Richard Day on adaptive dynamic search behavior; such (1984) and the references cited 
therein. Local dynamic search also plays a key role in the ‘satisficing’ theories of Herbert Simon 
(1957,1983), and in Richard Nelson and Sidney Winters’ recent book on evolutionary economic 
change (1982). 
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more experienced group B and the less experienced group A). In the latter 
case, group B may not collect its own information, but instead usually 
evaluates the same information initially obtained by grou 

One possibility is that larger loans have correspondi larger potential 
losses relative to interest return if they default soon into the payback period. 
Such loans may also be more liable to default as the resulting loan payments 
increase relative to an applicant’s income. Both these factors will raise the 
required reliability for granting loans (i.e., &/go is higher and n, is lower, 
both of which raises ‘&). At some point as loans get larger, group B may still 
satisfy the reliability condition (1) while group A does not. Consequently, an 
upper bound is placed on group A’s authority to grant loans, beyond which 
authorization requires group B’s approval. Note again that there would be 
no benefit from passing information about large loans to group B if both 
groups were equally (or perfectl~j reliable at using such information. 

Next consider the theory of teams spawned by the work of Jacob 
Marschak (1954,1955), and more recently by arschak and Radner (1972) 
Kenneth Arrow dner (1979), etc. A team is an organization composed 
of a number ions’ linked to a central headquarters (called the 
‘center’). The center distributes a total resource constraint or ‘capital’ across 
the separate divisions, which they each employ using local information about 

individual “environments’ to produce a common output. The team’s 
ted output (summed over all its divisions) depends on how the 

distribution of total capital intermeshes with the particular stochastic features 
of individual division environments. This in turn depends on the information 
structure u by l +e te (i.e., on the amount and type of information 
transmitted k and fort tween the center and the divisions). 

A basic objective of team theory thus has been to analyze the effects of 
different information structures on team performance (each structure corre- 

nding to given sets infer-nation used by the divisions and the center). 

agents’ ability to use th 

s are assumed to us 
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consider briefly two different information structures: first, an 
munication’ (or IC) type where the center sends a common 

message to each division (related to the total amount of capital) and a& 

division sends its individual request for capital to the center (which partially 
depends on its local environment and the message from the center); second, a 
‘Complete Communication’ (or CC) information structure where all divisions 
communicate everything about their respective environments (and about the 
center’s total capital constraint) to all other divisions. Next expand the team 
by including more and more divisions linked by a common center. Note that 
doing so will proportionately increase the center’s information set with the 
number of new divisions for both IC and CC M&nation structures. 
However, only the CC structure requires a similar increase in the divisions’ 
information sets (i.e., in the IC structure, each division must know only its 
own environment plus a common message from the center, neither of which 
expands with the number of divisions). 

Thk might make little difference if all divisions were very similar or 
identifza! to each other. But suppose there is enough diversity betwen them 
so that the information needed to describe them accurately becomes increas- 
ingly complex as the number of divisions irzreases (and more no&U to 
each individual division’s ongoing experience). We can then apply the 
information-complexity tradeoff discussed above in section 5.1, as well as the 
effects of more nonlocal information discussed in section 5.2. The larger 
information sets will more reliably indicate which actions will maximize 
expected output over the whole team (as measured by p:(n); where n= the 
number of divisions). However, their growing complexity and nonlocalness 
will also reduce team me reliability at using them to guide selection of 
these actions (as measure y p:(n)), thereby at some point reducing their 
joint reliability p,““(n) toward 1 as n grows sufficiently large. Note that this 
tradeoff applies to all team members for the CC structure, but only to the 
center for the IC structure. 

Now combine the above results with the theorems by Arrow and Radner 
(1979) and Groves and Hart (1982). They show that (under suitab!e 
specification of the IC structure and other regularity conditions) the expected 
performance of IC will asymptotically approach that of CC as the number of 
divisions n grows indefinitely. However, these theorems amme that both 

information structures 472 used optimally by aii team members independent of 
(so that &n) s oo for all n, which in turn implies pf*(n) q:(n) 

hen this limiting assumption is relaxed, the expected performance 
and CC structures may no longer converge to the same level if 

decision errors accumu particular, if one of the two 
info er decision err 
creases, then its asymp rformance will now exceed that achieved by 
the other structure (since they wouid otherwise approa& the came asymp- 
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totic level with no decision errors). Thus, preceding results (about pfB(n) 
dropping eventually for all team members for the CC structure, but only for 
the center for an IC structure) imply that the IC structure will strictly 
outperform the CC structure as n grows su&iently large. hat is, trying to 
communicate all information to all members within an increasingly large 
team will eventually produce worse overall performance than allowing only 
incomplete information to be used. 

One possibility for avoiding this result is for agents to edit a larger 
informa+n set to only those parts they can use reliably. this may 
itself be an extremely difIicult decision problem (which m re exceed 
agents’ competence to do so optimally; so that a C-D gap also exists for 
deciding how to self-edit incoming information). This is more likely as the 
relevant portions of a larger information set are continuaily shifting over 
time, or if agents must more rapidly make ongoing decisions in response to 
incoming information. In either case, if the members of a team have bounded 
reliability p,” < a, then limiting the flow of information between them will at 
some point raise team performance as their numbers grow sufl’iciently large 
(compared to relying only on If-editing as the team expands). 

Note also that Grove and rt’s paper does not require the existence of a 
coordinating ‘center to allo total resource constraints (see page 1455). 
Thus, the implication of sufficiently large teams performing better with an IC 
rather than CC information structure applies to fully decentralized organiz- 
ations which are not linked by any central planning agency. 

The above results illustrate how basic conclusions about the relative 
performance of different kinds of organizations may qualitatively reverse 
once agents’ reliability at using information is not assumed invariant to the 
size and complexity of their decision and information spaces! This is 

ially important when very large organizations are involved (such as 
et institutions which interconnect exchange decisions across an entire 

above analysis thus provides theoretical support for ideas 
gested by Hayek (1945,1979) about the benefits of decen- 

tralized market organization in harnessing the productive potential of highly 
dispersed (and therefore iocalized) knowledge of exchange and productiv,: 

8These issues also apply to rational expectations modeling. For exampie, certain key 
information assumptions and policy conclusions become more robust when imperfect decisions 

. Y.,aLv Ppol ZtiX ~iikii~ iE’r-2 the Zfiiir~5~, -b aawla,Ca ~-~nnr (!%I%). Consider also the size and complexity of 
message spaces in game theory settings (such as the theory of incentives, principle-agent conflicts 
of interest, etc.). If agents are less reliable at using complex message spaces (especially when 
they contain messages only infrequently sent by others - say because they would violate 
‘equilibrium’ conditions) then different solution concepts may result than those which assume 
optimal use of information. For example, agents may use strategies such as tit for tat which 
react only to relatively simple messages from other players (see Robert Axelrod 1984). 
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6. Summary 

1 have argued that an organization’s internal structure systematically 
depends on how its members use information imperfectly, as distinct from 
their information also being imperfect. In order to do so, certain r&ability 
principles were developed to analyze the effects of decision errors. These 
involved the probability of failing to select actions when they are superior to 
others based on observed information, and the probability of still selecting 
actions when they are inferior to others based on observed information. 
Depending on the relative incidence of these errors, agents may or may not 
benefit from choosing over larger decision spaces irrespective of whether 
there are any adjustment costs of shifting between different actions. 

A two-stage reliability mode! was also developed in order to explicitly 
distinguish between imperfect information and imperfect decisions. It implies 
a basic tradeoff between information and decision errors. The reason is that 
better information may itself become more complex, or more distant from 
the recurrent features of agents’ past experience, thereby reducing their 
reliability at using it. Consequently, it may be counterproductive for agents 
to use more or better information irrespective of whether there are any costs 
of acquiring it. 

In an organizational setting, the above results imply the need to use rules 
and procedures to constrain individual members’ decision and information 
spaces, and the dynamic flow of information between them. These restrictions 
themselves constitute an explanation for why organizations evolve an internal 
decision structure in the first place (instead of a single agent making at1 
decisions from information pooled over all observed messages). Within this 
general theme, three further applications were briefly discussed (1) the need 
for a more rigid decision structure when organizations face Knightian 
uncertainty which prevents agents from assigning meaningful subjective 
probabilities to guide their decisions; (2) the use of limited ‘aspiration Ievels’ 
as a feedback process which regulates the decision and information spaces of 
individual members toward those that can be used reliably; and (3) the 
tendency of individual agents to selectively perceive only those events and 
messages closely related to their recurrent job-related experience (which in 
turn depends on how their decision and information spaces are internally 
structured within an organization). 

The preceding analysis was also briefly compared with organization models 
that incorporate only imperfect information. For example, ‘architecture’ 
theory by Sah and Stiglitz (1984,1985) also deals with how the decisions 
of individual agents are organized. However, because all information is 
used perfectiy, there is no corresponding structure to the messages agents 
observe and the flow of information between tht,n. Other examples are 
‘team’ theory models by Marschak, Radner, Arrow, and others. When 
imperfect decisions are introduced, implications about the relative perfor- 
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